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The 100 Prompts

1. Your manifesto
2. Your mission
3. People, places, or things that inspire you
4. An accomplishment
5. A time when you found your voice
6. A cause you are passionate about
7. Something that frustrates you, with solutions
8. Your values and beliefs, and how you adhere to them in your work
9. A favorite quote, and why it’s meaningful
10. A challenge you overcame and what you learned
11. A progress update
12. What you learned in your first job
13. The expectations you had for your career when you were younger and how it’s

played out
14. Celebrate a colleague
15. Something you learned today
16. A favorite resource (book, podcast, etc.)
17. Advice based on an experience
18. Something you learned at a recent event
19. What motivates you
20. The story of how you got to where you are
21. Advice you would give your younger self
22. A time you proved something to yourself
23. A lesson you learned at work
24. The best advice you ever got from a manager
25. Something radically honest
26. Ask for feedback
27. Ask for help
28. Industry trends



29. A solution to a common problem or challenge (e.g., time management, prioritizing,
etc.)

30. A prompt or question
31. Something you’re proud of
32. What’s going on in your life, at work, with your business
33. What you’ve been thinking about
34. What you’ve been talking about with others
35. The skills you use the most or the least
36. Something you’re grateful for
37. Something you would do if you knew you couldn’t fail
38. A time you took a leap or went outside your comfort zone
39. An opportunity for self-improvement and how you’re addressing it
40. A deep question you want to answer by the time you’re 85 years old
41. An educated prediction for the future
42. Something you can’t stop thinking about
43. A problem you would like to solve, and a request for ideas
44. An overview of your career path and insights you’ve gained
45. How you got your last job or client
46. Describe the qualities of your ideal coworker
47. How you use your education/training in your job
48. A giveaway - favorite book, conference ticket, mentoring
49. What you enjoy about working in your industry
50. Your ideal job - the what, the where, the why
51. Experiences with burnout
52. Reflections on workplace culture
53. Your take on current events
54. Working with challenging stakeholders
55. A goal and how you plan to achieve it
56. Introduce or reintroduce yourself
57. Something you’re looking for
58. Advice for getting a job in your field
59. Productivity tips



60. Advice for newbies
61. The most challenging aspect of your job
62. The steps you took to achieve a goal
63. Something you would do differently if you could go back in time
64. Your origin story; the origin story of your business
65. Roundup of links on a favorite topic
66. Conduct a poll
67. Where you see yourself in 6 or 12 months
68. The best part of your workday/workweek
69. An interview with someone in your field
70. A key takeaway from an article you read
71. A how-to guide
72. A major realization and what you did next
73. A message to your teenage self
74. The best/worst boss you ever had
75. Thank someone
76. How you take care of yourself
77. How you got into your field
78. A time someone changed your perspective
79. Your top career tips
80. A guest post from someone in your field
81. Your favorite tools/apps
82. Something you’d like to change about your field
83. An unpopular opinion
84. Lists! My top 5…. 10 methods for…
85. Who you are outside of work
86. Your top favorite social media accounts
87. The state of diversity, equity, and inclusion in your field and how it can improve
88. A day in the life
89. A new idea
90. Extend an invite to the community
91. How you maintain your work/life balance



92. What fascinates you
93. Make an argument against something that others believe to be correct
94. An announcement
95. Something you wish people knew about you; assumptions they make
96. Insider tips and tricks
97. Your take on something controversial
98. A review of a product or service that others are interested in
99. A template
100. A reality check


